PRESS RELEASE
Introducing new direct, Naples Barcelona service,
operated by clickair, the new Spanish airline, with
rates starting as low as 20€
Barcelona/Naples 2 May 2007 –clickair - the new Spanish airline- will inaugurate new direct
service between Barcelona and Naples five days a week from the beginning of May until the end
of October1.
Flight times:

Departure

Arrival

Naples - Barcelona

13:25

15:20

Barcelona - Naples

10:20

12:15

1

Round trip flights operate everyday of the week except Tuesday and Saturday

Clickair, Europe’s newest airline, has developed a strategy of offering passengers the
opportunity to “fly smart”: the new flight between the two cities offers rates as low as 20€ one-way
all taxes included.
Clickair’s rates are even more competitive in light of the fact that, thanks to the low cost airline’s
extensive network, passengers are offered a large selection of destinations with high quality
services.
The route between Barcelona and Palermo, with twice-weekly flights, was also inaugurated by
clickair on 1 May and in April the airline begin service to Pisa and Verona.
As of 1 June and 1 July, respectively, daily direct service will begin between Barcelona and
Rome-Fiumicino and Venice. Currently clickair operates direct service between Valencia, site
of the America’s Cup, and Rome as well as Milan-Malpensa.
“ We are pleased to add these two new flights to our list of Italian destinations“ declared
clickair’s CEO, Alex Cruz. “Our two countries have special ties and we are proud to offer all
passengers, be they businessmen, tourists or students, a product suited to their needs which will
allow them to cross the Mediterranean in either direction and allow these two cities to become
even closer ”.

Clickair info: Clickair began operations in October of 2006 with three 180-seat, Airbus A-320 jets.
The fleet has since expanded and now includes 14 Airbus A-320s and will count a total of 23 by
year’s end. In 2008, the airline plans to operate 70 routes with 56 destinations in Spain, the British Isles,
Europe and North Africa, transporting almost 10 million passengers. La compagnia è di proprietá per il
20% rispettivamente di: Iberia aereolinea spagnola e di 4 gruppi industriali e finanziari spagnoli molto
conosciuti: Quercus Equity, Nefinsa, Iberostar and Cobra. Shareholders, each with a quota of 20%,
are Iberia and four well known Spanish industrial and financial groups: Quercus Equity, Nefinsa,
Iberostar and Cobra.

